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Letter to Shareholders 

Dear Shareholders,  

Equita has always taken an interest in the well-being of its employees and, in the spirit of partnership which 

characterises it, invests in people and their skills. The objective is to encourage and retain the loyalty of both 

senior and junior staff, offering not only an interesting remuneration policy but also a pleasant and hence 

more productive working environment. 

The remuneration policy adopted by Equita provides, without any discrimination, a particularly rewarding 

remuneration and includes benefits and incentive systems aimed at improving not only quality of life of 

individuals but also at enhancing them on a meritocratic basis. 

A significant part of the remuneration is linked to the economic results achieved by the Group and the 

employee. The ratio between total remuneration and net revenues has historically been around 50% and in 

recent years this remuneration has been equally distributed between the fixed and variable parts, aligning the 

overall remuneration values with the main national and international competitors in the sector. 

The initiatives introduced in recent years, together with ever-increasing benefits for all employees, have 

contributed to the creation of a cutting-edge company welfare plan in Italy, which integrates fixed and variable 

remuneration offered by the Company. This is true for the flexible benefits plan for all employees, with which 

each individual has a budget to allocate to non-monetary services and values according to their needs 

(reimbursement of medical and assistance expenses, training and reimbursement of school expenses, 

recreational and sports activities, leisure time). In addition, Equita makes a supplementary contribution in the 

event that the employee has joined the pension fund and offers the broadest insurance coverage to everyone. 

We also provide education with a number of initiatives aimed at training, including programs for rotating 

young people within the various departments, with internal courses held by both senior resources of Equita 

and external professionals. Among the new features for 2019, in addition to what is already present, Equita 

has decided to actively support a group of employees by guaranteeing a monetary contribution for each minor 

child or student and has provided for full coverage of the costs of diagnostic check-ups for all employees. 

Equita has also organised meetings with an external consultants in order to help its resources define their 

social security objectives and has provided an annual subscription to museums in Lombardy to each employee. 

All of these elements, which complete and enrich the overall remuneration of the employee, both in monetary 

terms and in terms of human capital, are clear evidence of Equita’s desire to reward and invest in the well-

being of its staff. 

In any event, it is important to underline that the remuneration policy adopted by Equita is centred on the 

concept of long-term sustainability of results, which thus respects the profitability, balance sheet and financial 

situation of the Group and which ensures that its ability to maintain or achieve a level of capitalisation 

appropriate to the assumed risks is not limited. 

At Equita, we are strongly convinced that a system of remuneration based on fairness, consistency and 

meritocracy makes it possible to create value in the long term, not only for shareholders but also for 

employees: a stimulating working environment with adequate incentives is, by definition, more productive. 

This is why, also for forthcoming years, we will continue to focus on retaining our resources, promoting, if 

necessary, additional incentive systems which reward and are in line with market best practices, and which 

are able to encourage further creation of value. 

The Chairman of the Remuneration Committee 

Massimo Ferrari 
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Introduction 
This report (the “Remuneration Report” or the “Report”), approved on 13 March 2019 by the Board of Directors 

of Equita Group S.p.A. (the “Company” and together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”), has been prepared 

pursuant to art. 123-ter of Legislative Decree No. 58 of 24 February 1998 (“TUF” or “Consolidated Finance Act”) 

and to art. 84-quater of the Issuers’ Regulations adopted by Consob with resolution No. 11971 of 14 May 1999, 

as subsequently amended (the “Issuers’ Regulations”).  

The Report also seeks to comply with the provisions on remuneration contained in the Bank of Italy Circular 

No. 285 of 17 December 2013 (the “Supervisory Provisions for Banks”, as subsequently amended, by way of 

implementation of Directive 2013/36/EU of 26 June 2013), in addition to the provisions of the Joint Regulation 

adopted by the Bank of Italy and Consob and the applicable remuneration guidelines. The Report also includes 

information, in aggregate form, on the so-called risk takers not included in the scope of application of the TUF. 

The recipients of the remuneration policy (the “Remuneration Policy”), in compliance with the provisions of 

the Supervisory Provisions for Banks, are all employees of the Company and of the companies of the Group. 

The Remuneration Policy provides that certain stricter rules also apply to the More Relevant Personnel 1, such 

as limits on the ratio between the fixed portion and the variable portion of remuneration. The Remuneration 

Policy is also applied to any recipients recruited during the year. 

With reference to Managers with Strategic Responsibility, i.e. those who “have the power and responsibility, 

directly or indirectly, for the planning, management and control of the company’s activities, including the 

directors (executive or not) of the company itself”2, for the purposes of this Report, it should be noted that, in 

addition to the managers who are also Directors of the Company, they are identified as the following persons: 

Managers with Strategic Responsibility Role / Office 

Abbagnano Vincenzo Co-Head Sales & Trading 

Arcari Fabio Marco Co-Head Sales & Trading 

Clerici Marco Co-Head Investment Banking 

De Bellis Luigi Co-Head Research Team 

Deotto Fabio Vice-Chairman Equita SIM 

Ghilotti Domenico Co-Head Research Team 

Ghilotti Matteo Co-Head Alternative Asset Management 

Martucci Sergio Head Proprietary Trading 

Mazzalveri Gaia Co-Head Investment Banking 

Milanesi Stefania Chief Financial Officer & Chief Operating Officer 

Rho Cristiano Co-Head Sales & Trading 

Volpe Carlo Co-Head Investment Banking 

 

It is also important to recall the particular shareholding structure of the Company in which the management, 

together with other Group employees, are shareholders with 54.3%3. A significant part of their remuneration 

thus depends on the economic results achieved by the Company over the medium to long term. In view of the 

shareholding structure and by virtue of the shareholders’ agreements (which include lock-up commitments 

and pre-emptive rights of the parties once the lock-up commitment has expired) signed by the shareholders 

                                                           
1 Notion provided for by the Supervisory Provisions for Banks, which also includes the so-called Executives with Strategic Responsibilities. 
2   Definition described in Annex 1, article 2, of the Consob regulation on related party transactions, adopted with resolution No. 17221 
of 12 March 2010. 
3 As of the date of this report; the shareholding structure also consists of treasury shares (9.1%), Fenera Holding (5.0%) and free float 
shares (31.6%). 
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themselves (who thus benefit from the dividends distributed), the Company has not previously structured an 

incentive plan based on financial instruments. 

With the new remuneration policy, however, the Company has decided to propose to the Shareholders’ 

Meeting the adoption of an incentive plan based on financial instruments that allows, especially for new 

resources, to be incentivised with part of the variable remuneration directly linked to performance and in line 

with the interests of shareholders, as is already the case for Group managers, who have been involved in the 

Equita partnership project for years. 

This Remuneration Report is divided into the following two sections: 

Section I 

The first section illustrates: 

a) the Remuneration Policy for the following fiscal year relating to members of the Board of Directors, 

Managers with Strategic Responsibilities and Group employees; 

b) the procedures used for the adoption and implementation of the Remuneration Policy, including the 

process of identifying the More Relevant Personnel. 

Section II 

The second section, by name for the remuneration attributed to the members of the Board of Directors (the 

“Directors”) and to the members of the Board of Auditors (the “Statutory Auditors”) of the Company, and in 

aggregate form for the compensation attributed to Managers with Strategic Responsibilities: 

a) provides an adequate representation of each of the items comprising the remuneration, including any 

remuneration provided in the event of termination of office or employment relationship, highlighting 

their consistency with the Remuneration Policy of the Company approved in the previous year; 

b) analytically illustrates the remuneration for fiscal year 2018 in any capacity and form by the Company 

and its subsidiaries or associates, indicating any components of the aforementioned remuneration 

referring to activities carried out in fiscal years prior to that of 2018 and also highlighting the 

remuneration to be paid in one or more subsequent fiscal years for the activity carried out in 2018, 

possibly indicating an estimated value for the components not objectively quantifiable in the fiscal year 

in question. 

Section II also contains information on the shareholdings held in the Company by the Directors, Statutory 

Auditors and Managers with Strategic Responsibilities, as well as by spouses who are not legally separated and 

minor children of the aforementioned individuals, in accordance with the provisions of Article 84-quater, 

paragraph 4, of the Issuers’ Regulations. 

The additional information required pursuant to Article 450 of Regulation (EU) No 575 of 26 June 2013 is then 

included in tabular form. 

The Remuneration Policy illustrated in Section I of this Report shall be subject to the advisory vote of the 

Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company called to approve the 2018 financial statements. The Shareholders’ 

Meeting is indeed required, pursuant to Article 123-ter, paragraph 6, of the Consolidated Law on Finance, to 

express itself in favour of or against Section I of the Report, by means of a non-binding resolution. 

This Report is available at the Company’s registered office in Milan, Via Filippo Turati, 9, on the eMarket 

Storage authorised storage mechanism and on the Company’s website, at the address www.equita.eu 

(Corporate Governance section, Shareholders’ Meetings area). 

  

http://www.equita.eu/
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Section I – Remuneration Policy 

A. BODIES AND PERSONS INVOLVED IN THE PREPARATION AND APPROVAL OF THE REMUNERATION 

POLICY, ROLES AND BODIES AND SUBJECTS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CORRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS 

POLICY 

The parties involved in the preparation and approval of the Remuneration Policy are principally the Company’s 

Board of Directors, the Remuneration Committee and the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company. 

The Company’s Board of Directors prepares, submits to the Company’s Shareholders’ Meeting and reviews 

the Remuneration Policy at least once a year, and is responsible for its correct implementation.  

Pursuant to art. 123-ter, paragraph 6 of the Consolidated Finance Act, the Shareholders’ Meeting of the 

Company is called upon to decide in favour of or against the Remuneration Policy described in this Report. 

The control functions, in addition to other Company functions, are also adequately involved in the process of 

defining the Remuneration Policy in accordance with the provisions of the regulations in effect. In particular, 

the compliance function issues a prior, non-binding opinion on the compliance of the policy with the reference 

regulatory framework, while the internal audit function verifies, among other things, at least once a year, the 

compliance of the remuneration practices with the approved Remuneration Policy and the regulations. 

If the Board of Directors of the Company intends to make changes to the Remuneration Policy, also at the 

proposal of the Remuneration Committee, such changes must be approved by the Shareholders’ Meeting of 

the Company. 

 

I. Board of Directors  

The Board of Directors of the Company has the task, among other things, of: 

- preparing, submitting to the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company and reviewing the Remuneration 

Policy, at least once a year and with the collaboration of the competent corporate bodies and the Board 

of Auditors, ensuring maximum transparency regarding the principles and mechanisms of remuneration 

which: the Group. The individual Group companies submit the document prepared by the Company to 

the respective Shareholders’ Meetings; 

- preparing, submitting to the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company and reviewing the Remuneration 

Report, at least once a year; 

- determine the bonus pool (as defined below) at Group level on an annual basis and the conditions for its 

distribution; 

- at Group level, in accordance with the Supervisory Provisions of the Banks, approving the identification 

process for the More Relevant Personnel4. The individual Group companies approve the process of 

identifying the More Relevant Personnel belonging to them; 

- defining the remuneration and incentive systems for the following parties: executive directors; general 

managers; joint general manager; deputy general managers and similar figures; managers of the main 

business lines, company functions or geographical areas; those who report directly to the strategic 

                                                           
4 This notion also includes Managers with Strategic Responsibilities 
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supervision, management and control bodies; managers and the most senior staff of the company control 

functions. In particular, the Company’s Board of Directors ensures that these systems are consistent with 

the Group’s overall choices in terms of assumption of risks, strategies, long-term objectives, corporate 

governance structure and internal controls; 

- guaranteeing the correct implementation of the Remuneration Policy; 

- ensuring the involvement of the competent organisational units in the process of drawing up and 

monitoring remuneration policies and practices, in such a way as to ensure their effective contribution 

and preserve their independence of judgement; 

- adopting any proposal to set a limit on the ratio between the variable and fixed components of individual 

remuneration above 1:1, submitting it to the approval of the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company and 

bringing it to the attention of the Board of Auditors. The individual companies of the Group shall also 

execute the same tasks; 

- providing, on an annual basis, the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company with information on the manner 

in which the remuneration and incentive policies have been implemented, as well as adequate feedback 

on the activities carried out in the area of staff remuneration and incentives. The individual companies of 

the Group submit the ex post information prepared by the Company to the respective Shareholders’ 

Meetings; 

- ensuring that the Remuneration Policy is adequately documented and accessible within the Group. 

 

II. Shareholders’ Meeting  

The Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company has the task of: 

- establishing the remuneration due to the Board of Directors and to the Board of Auditors, bodies 

appointed by it. The individual Group companies establish the remuneration of the bodies appointed by 

them; 

- approving the remuneration and incentive policies for the members of the Board of Auditors, the Board 

of Directors, the employees and collaborators of the Company and Group companies. The individual 

Group companies submit the document prepared by the Company to their respective Shareholders’ 

Meetings; 

- approving, where applicable, remuneration plans based on financial instruments (e.g. stock options); 

- approving, where applicable, the criteria for determining the remuneration to be granted in the event of 

early termination of employment or early termination of office (golden parachute), including the limits 

set on that remuneration in terms of annual fixed remuneration and the maximum amount resulting from 

their application; 

- approving any proposal to set a limit on the ratio between the variable and fixed components of individual 

remuneration above 1:1, with a cap of 2:1. Group companies do the same; 

- pursuant to art. 123-ter of the Consolidated Finance Act, where applicable, passing resolutions in favour 

of or against the first section of the Remuneration Report; 

- examining, on an annual basis, the information regarding the remuneration and incentive policies and 

practices which the Group intends to adopt and the methods with which the previous policies were 

implemented. 
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III. Control functions  

Control functions are adequately involved in the process of defining the Remuneration Policy in such a way as 

to ensure an effective contribution and to preserve the autonomy of judgement of the functions obliged to 

carry out controls, including ex post. 

The compliance function has the task of verifying the compliance of the Remuneration Policy with the 

reference regulatory framework, the articles of association, the internal provisions and the standards of 

conduct applicable to the Company and to Group companies, so that the legal and reputational risks inherent 

above all to relations with customers are appropriately contained. 

The internal audit function verifies the correct application of the Remuneration Policy on an annual basis. 

The risk management function provides its advisory contribution to the definition of the Remuneration Policy, 

with particular reference to the identification of the risk indicators for configuration of the bonus pool (as 

defined below) and the variable remuneration, and to the process of identifying the More Relevant Personnel. 

The evidence and any anomalies found by the control functions are brought to the attention of the Board of 

Directors for the adoption of any corrective measures. The results of the audit conducted are brought to the 

attention of the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company on an annual basis. 

 

IV. Control and Risks Committee  

The Control and Risks Committee determines whether the incentives underlying the remuneration and 

incentive system are consistent with the Group’s risk profile. 

 

B. REMUNERATION COMMITTEE, COMPOSITION, POWERS AND OPERATING PROCEDURES OF THE 

COMMITTEE  

The Remuneration Committee, established by resolution of the Board of Directors of the Company of 23 

October 2017, provides consultancy and information on the Remuneration and loyalty policy for Personnel, as 

well as determining the remuneration of Directors having particular roles. 

On 26 July 2018, the Company’s Board of Directors reconfirmed the functioning of the Remuneration 

Committee, assigning to it, with effect from the starting date of trading on the MTA of Borsa Italiana (23 

October 2018), the functions envisaged by art. 6 of the Corporate Governance Code, and approved the new 

procedural rules of the committee, replacing the previous one. The Board of Directors also decided to appoint 

Massimo Ferrari as Chairman and Michela Zeme and Francesco Perilli as members of the Remuneration 

Committee. 

The Remuneration Committee consists of 3 (three) Directors, all non-executive, two of whom are independent 

pursuant to the requirements of the combined provisions of article 147-ter, paragraphs 4, and article 148, 

paragraph 3, of the TUF and of article 3 of the Corporate Governance Code.5 

All members of the Remuneration Committee have adequate knowledge and experience in financial matters 

and remuneration policies, assessed by the Company’s Board of Directors at the time of their appointment. 

                                                           
5 The Chairman of the Remuneration Committee Massimo Ferrari and the member of the committee Michela Zeme are to be 
considered independent in the sense of the combined provisions.  
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In accordance with the provisions of application criterion 6.C.6 of the Corporate Governance Code, the 

Remuneration Committee’s regulations provide that no Director may take part in the meetings of the 

committee at which proposals relating to his/her remuneration are formulated. 

The Remuneration Committee performs, among other things, the following duties with regard to 

remuneration: 

- it submits proposals to the Company’s Board of Directors regarding the Remuneration Policy, flexible 

benefits and incentive plans based on financial instruments; 

- it submits proposals regarding staff remuneration (including executive directors and other directors 

holding particular offices), whose remuneration and incentive systems are decided by the Board of 

Directors of the Company and Group companies; 

- it has advisory duties in defining the Group’s Remuneration Policy, with particular reference to the 

determination of the criteria for the remuneration of all of the More Relevant Personnel; 

- it expresses itself, also making use of the information received from the competent corporate functions, 

on the results of the process of identifying the More Relevant Personnel, including any exclusions 

provided by the Provisions of the Bank of Italy; 

- it periodically assesses the adequacy, overall consistency and concrete application of the policy adopted 

for the remuneration of Directors, Managers with Strategic Responsibilities and the heads of the 

corporate control functions (in the latter case, in agreement with the Board of Auditors of the Company 

and Group companies), using the information provided by the Chief Executive Officer of the Company 

and Group companies; 

- it is responsible for the preparation of the documentation for the Board of Directors of the Company and 

the Group companies for the associated decisions; 

- it collaborates with the Control and Risk Committee, in particular in assessing whether the incentives 

provided by the remuneration system take into account risks, capital and liquidity; 

- it ensures the involvement of the competent Group functions in the elaboration and control of 

remuneration and incentive policies and practices; 

- it expresses itself, also making use of the information received from the competent functions of the 

Company and Group companies, on the setting and achievement of the performance objectives to which 

the incentive plans are linked and on the assessment of the other conditions stipulated for the payment 

of remuneration, supporting the Board of Directors in monitoring the application of the adopted 

decisions; 

- it expresses itself and supports the Board of Directors of the Company and Group Companies in all other 

cases provided by the Remuneration Policy, including for the purposes of determining the bonus pool (as 

defined below) and the suspension or reduction of the variable portion or the recalling of the incentive 

component already paid; 

- it prepares a report containing the proposals for variables for the More Relevant Personnel and for the 

remaining Personnel, which are submitted to the Board of Directors of the companies of the Group and 

of the Company for approval; 

- it provides the Board of Directors and the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company with adequate feedback 

on the activities which it executes. 
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The Remuneration Committee met twice during the fiscal year 2018. 

 

C. EXPERTS WHO MAY HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN THE PREPARATION OF THE REMUNERATION POLICY 

The Remuneration Policy was prepared without the intervention of independent experts. 

 

D. PURPOSE, PRINCIPLES AND CHANGES IN THE REMUNERATION POLICY AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE 

MORE RELEVANT PERSONNEL 

 

I. Purpose 

The Remuneration Policy aims to pursue the following objectives: aligning interests between shareholders and 

management, intervening effectively on employee motivation and loyalty, attracting new talents, promoting a 

correct management of risks and encouraging conduct which respects principles of sustainability. 

The Remuneration Policy has been conceived with a view to defining, in the interest of all stakeholders, 

remuneration systems which are aligned with the Company’s values, strategies and long-term objectives, linked 

to the Company’s results, appropriately adjusted to take account of all risks, consistent with the levels of 

capital required to cover the activities undertaken, suitable for avoiding potential conflicts of interest or 

regulatory infringements or which could lead to excessive risk-taking and which are suitable for creating a work 

environment inclusive of any form of diversity. 

 

II. Principles underlying the Remuneration Policy  

In compliance with the recommendations of the Code of Self-Regulation, the Remuneration Policy is based on 
simple principles, in line with international best practices, such as: 

- remuneration composed of a fixed component (“Fixed Component”) and a variable component (“Variable 

Component”), balanced according to the strategic objectives and risk management policy of the 

Company, also taking into account the industry in which it operates and the characteristics of the business 

actually carried out;  

- A Fixed Component sufficient to remunerate the performance of Executive Directors and Managers with 

Strategic Responsibilities, in the event that the Variable Component is not paid due to the failure to 

achieve the performance objectives indicated by the Company’s Board of Directors; 

- performance objectives (e.g. economic results and possible other specific objectives, including those 

based on potential environmental, social and governance impacts (the so-called ESG) introduced by the 

new Remuneration Policy, to which the payment of the Variable Component is linked), which are 

predetermined, measurable and linked to the creation of value for shareholders; 

- Variable Component distributed over time (e.g. deferral); 

- contractual clauses (i.e. clawback) which allow the Company to request the return, as a whole or in part, 

of the Variable Components paid to the subjects for fraud and gross negligence, or in the event that it is 

ascertained that the degree of achievement of the performance objectives has been determined on the 

basis of manifestly incorrect or falsified calculations. 
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The Group’s Remuneration Policy also aims to: 

- promote respect for the law and discourage any infringement;  

- be consistent with the framework for determining risk appetite and with risk management and 

governance policies;  

- favour the expression of individual potential, to attract, retain and motivate highly qualified employees, 

rewarding those who are aligned with our standards of ethical behaviour; 

- be consistent with the values expressed in the Code of Conduct, with the objectives, with the corporate 

culture and the overall structure of corporate governance and internal controls, with long-term 

strategies; 

- promote issues linked to sustainability. 

 

III. Changes in Remuneration Policy  

The new Remuneration Policy, approved by the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company and the Group 

companies, in line with the past, observes the applicable regulations, aligns the interests of shareholders and 

management, motivates and retains employees, and attracts new talent.  

With a view to improvement, however, the new Remuneration Policy has introduced a number of significant 

new features for the 2019 fiscal year, including: 

- the possibility of including in the Variable Component a possible incentive plan based on financial 

instruments; this incentive aims to strengthen the involvement of Personnel in the pursuit of 

management objectives and further align the interests of management, employees and shareholders with 

a medium to long term perspective; 

- the introduction of qualitative indicators concerning ESG issues (customer satisfaction, people 

engagement, talent management, human capital, tone from the top on compliance culture and 

sustainability strategy) to be included in the assessment of individual performance for the allocation of 

the Variable Component. 

 

IV. Identification of the More Relevant Personnel 

The Company, by way of implementation of the CRD IV Delegated Regulation (EU) No. 604/2014 of the 

European Commission, with which the so-called Regulatory Technical Standards defined by the EBA were 

adopted, defined a policy relating to the process of identifying the categories of persons whose professional 

activity has or may have a significant impact on the risk profile of the Group as a whole (the “More Relevant 

Personnel”). 

The overall process of identifying the More Relevant Personnel includes both the Company and the Group 

companies. The Company ensures the overall consistency of the identification process for the entire Group 

and takes account of the results of the assessment conducted by the individual components, which are 

required to implement it on an individual basis. 

The individual components of the Group actively participate in the process of identifying the More Relevant 

Personnel for the Group, conducted by the Company, providing the latter with the necessary information and 

following the instructions received. 
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The process of identifying the More Relevant Personnel is conducted on an annual basis and is approved by 

the Board of Directors of the Group companies and of the Company, with the opinion of the Remuneration 

Committee. This is for the purpose of guaranteeing a uniform standard of approach at Group level. The process 

is conducted by the Group’s Chief Executive Officer, with the support of the Finance Department and with the 

contribution of the Group’s risk management function. In similar fashion, for Group companies to which the 

rules apply at an individual level, the process is conducted by the Chief Executive Officer with the support of 

the Finance Department and with the contribution of the risk management function of each individual Group 

company. 

The recognition of individuals with a significant impact on the risks of the Group and/or Group companies 

takes into consideration qualitative-quantitative criteria, including the role and activities carried out, effective 

management responsibilities, decision-making powers attributed, organisational position and reporting lines 

and total remuneration levels. 

A person belonging to the category of the More Relevant Personnel is considered to have held a position or 

played a significant role for at least 3 months. The category of More Relevant Personnel includes, pursuant to 

the Supervisory Provisions for Banks, the Managers with Strategic Responsibilities. 

Pursuant to EU Regulation No. 604/2014, it must be assumed that those individuals who meet the following 

quantitative criteria belong to the category of More Relevant Personnel: 

- individuals with a total remuneration equal to or greater than Euro 500,000 in the previous fiscal year; 

- individuals who fall within the 0.3% of the staff to whom the highest total remuneration in the previous 

fiscal year has been attributed; 

- persons to whom, in the previous fiscal year, total remuneration has been attributed which is equal to or 

higher than the lowest total remuneration attributed to a member of senior management. 

This is without prejudice to the criteria and conditions, detailed in Article 4 (of the same EU Regulation), which 

allow this presumption to be overcome. The procedure for the exclusion of the More Relevant Personnel 

follows the provisions of Bank of Italy Circular No. 285 Title IV, Section I, §6.1. 

The results of the process of identifying the More Relevant Personnel, both of the Company and of the 

individual Group companies, are duly justified and formalised and contain the following information as a 

minimum: 

- the number of staff identified as the Most Significant Personnel, including the number of persons 

identified for the first time; 

- the names or individual identifiers, roles and responsibilities of such Personnel; 

- a comparison with the results of the identification process of the previous year. 

The same information shall apply to any excluded staff and to staff for whom an application for exclusion has 

been made. 

For the More Relevant Personnel, limits are provided for the ratio between the Fixed Component and the 

Variable Component, as indicated in the following paragraphs. 
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E. DESCRIPTION OF POLICIES ON FIXED AND VARIABLE COMPONENTS OF REMUNERATION 

Merit is the key point of the Group’s Remuneration Policy: the assessment of individual performance is not 

conducted solely with regard to the achievement of objectives, but also to behaviour adopted to achieve them 

and their consistency with the Company’s values. 

The Remuneration Policy of the Company and the Group is based on overall remuneration consisting of: 

- a Fixed Component, equal to the gross annual remuneration (GAR) of each member of staff, established 

on the basis of applicable national collective agreements, and including fringe benefits and flexible 

benefits; 

- a Variable Component, which intends to pursue a direct link between compensation and results, taking 

into account the assumed risks. This Variable Component shall be determined with regard to the 

performance of the Company, the Group and the performance of each individual. 

The amount of the Variable Component of the More Relevant Personnel may not exceed 200% of the amount 

of the Fixed Component, as provided by the Bank of Italy Regulations. This limit was set following the resolution 

passed by the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company on 31 October 2017 and by the resolutions of the 

Shareholders’ Meetings of the other Group companies and is reduced to 1/3 for control functions. This limit 

will be proposed for approval by the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company called to express its opinion on 

this Report. 

The Variable Component may be paid in part in financial instruments, with provision for a combination of the 

Company’s ordinary shares (“performance shares”) and stock options providing the right to subscribe the 

Company’s ordinary shares. 

The components of remuneration are articulated according to different principles and procedures regarding 

the different types of recipients. Further details on the remuneration of the Chairman of the Board of 

Directors, Non-Executive Directors and Independent Directors, the Chief Executive Officer, other Executive 

Directors and Managers with Strategic Responsibilities are provided below. 

 

I. Chairman of the Board of Directors  

For the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the due remuneration is determined as a fixed amount and is 

consistent with the central role assigned to him, determined ex-ante and in any case not in excess of the total 

fixed remuneration received by the Chief Executive Officer of the Company, unless otherwise decided by the 

Shareholders’ Meeting, at the proposal of the Board of Directors. 

The remuneration paid is not tied to the economic results. Nor is there any provision for incentive mechanisms 

based on financial instruments. The Board of Directors and/or the Shareholders’ Meeting, as an exception to 

this principle, may approve the allocation of a Variable Component in favour of the Chairman. In this case, the 

Variable Component shall represent a non-significant part of the total remuneration and is in any case a 

percentage of the fixed remuneration equal to or lower than the maximum remuneration envisaged for 

control functions. 
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II. Non-Executive Directors and Independent Directors 

For Non-Executive Directors and Independent Directors, the due remuneration is determined as a fixed amount 

and is defined on the basis of the importance of the role and commitment required for executing the assigned 

activities. 

The remuneration paid is not tied to the economic results. Nor is there any provision for incentive mechanisms 

based on financial instruments. The Board of Directors and/or the Shareholders’ Meeting, as an exception to 

this principle, may approve the allocation of a Variable Component in favour of a Non-Executive Director. In 

this case, the Variable Component shall represent a non-significant part of the total remuneration and is in 

any case a percentage of the fixed remuneration equal to or lower than the maximum remuneration envisaged 

for control functions. 

For Non-Executive Directors and Independent Directors holding positions in various Group companies, it was 

found that the overall remuneration (“fixed” remuneration as a Non-Executive Director and/or Independent 

Director and remuneration for participation in committees) is not such as to compromise their independence. 

 

III. Chief Executive Officer  

For the Chief Executive Officer, who also holds the position of General Manager in the subsidiary Equita SIM 

S.p.A., the due remuneration consists of a Fixed Component and a Variable Component. 

In summary, the Chief Executive Officer’s remuneration consists of: 

- remuneration established by the Shareholders’ Meeting with regard to the position of member of the 

Board of Directors (contributing to the Fixed Component); 

- remuneration established by the Board of Directors for the position of Chief Executive Officer 

(contributing to the Fixed Component); 

- gross annual remuneration (GAR), established on the basis of applicable national collective agreements 

and including fringe benefits 6 and flexible benefits, as General Manager of Equita SIM S.p.A. (contributing 

to the Fixed Component); 

- a possible Variable Component to be defined according to a series of pre-established criteria and on the 

basis of the objectives achieved. 

The Fixed Component is a certain component of remuneration, such as to remunerate the performance of the 

Chief Executive Officer in the event that the Variable Component is not paid due to the failure to achieve the 

objectives. 

The Variable Component, on the other hand, is a variable component, intended to establish a direct link 

between remuneration and results, taking into account the assumed risks. This component is determined 

based on the performance of the Company and the Group and the performance of the Chief Executive Officer 

himself. 

The Variable Component is subject to a cap, deferral and ex-post correction mechanisms (malus, claw back), 

as explained in the following paragraphs. 

                                                           
6 These fringe benefits are not considered significant as part of the Fixed Component for the purposes of the rules set out in the Joint 
Regulation and the Provisions of Bank of Italy, since they are granted to staff on a non-discretionary basis, are part of a general Group 
policy and do not have any effects on the level of incentives to assume or control risks. 
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Moreover, as explained in the following paragraphs, the Variable Component and the presence of the Chief 

Executive Officer in the Company’s shareholding structure, together with the lock-up mechanisms which are 

binding him, create the right combination of incentives and alignment of interests in both the short term and 

the medium to long term. 

The relative weight of the Fixed Component in the total remuneration is approximately 56%. The amount of 

the Variable Component may not exceed the limit of 200% of the Fixed Component. 

 

IV. Other Executive Directors 

For the other Executive Directors, the due remuneration consists of a Fixed Component and a Variable 

Component.  

The Fixed Component consists of remuneration established by the Shareholders’ Meeting on the basis of the 

position of member of the Board of Directors and gross annual remuneration (GAR), established on the basis 

of applicable national collective agreements and including fringe benefits and flexible benefits, according to 

managerial positions assigned within the Group. 

The Variable Component, on the other hand, is a variable component which aims to establish a direct link 

between compensation and results, taking account of the assumed risks. This component is determined with 

reference to the performance of the Company and the Group and the performances of the Executive Directors 

in their respective managerial positions within the Group. 

The Variable Component is subject to a cap, deferral and to ex-post correction mechanisms (malus, claw back), 

as explained in the following paragraphs. 

Moreover, as explained in the following paragraphs, the Variable Component and the presence of the 

Executive Directors in the Company’s shareholding structure, together with the lock-up mechanisms to which 

they are subject, create the right combination of incentives and alignment of interests in both the short term 

and the medium to long term. 

The relative weight of the Fixed Component in the total remuneration is approximately 74%. The amount of 

the Variable Component may not exceed the limit of 200% of the Fixed Component. 

 

V. Managers with Strategic Responsibilities  

For Managers with Strategic Responsibilities the due remuneration consists of a Fixed Component and a 

Variable Component. 

The Fixed Component consists of gross annual remuneration (GAR), established on the basis of applicable 

national collective agreements, and includes fringe benefits and flexible benefits. 

The Variable Component, on the other hand, is a component which aims to establish a direct link between 

remuneration and results, taking account of the assumed risks. This component is determined with reference 

to the performance of the Company and the Group and the performance of Managers with Strategic 

Responsibilities. 

The Variable Component is subject to a cap, deferral and ex-post correction mechanisms (malus, clawback), 

as explained in the following paragraphs. 
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Moreover, as explained in the following paragraphs, the Variable Component and the presence of Managers 

with Strategic Responsibilities in the Company’s shareholding structure, together with the lock-up mechanisms 

to which they are subject, create the right combination of incentives and alignment of interests in both the 

short term and the medium to long term. 

The relative weight of the Fixed Component on the total remuneration is, indicatively and in the majority of 

cases, 43%. The amount of the Variable Component may not exceed the limit of 200% of the Fixed Component. 

 

VI. Bonus pool and individual Variable Component 

The Variable Component of each beneficiary is determined on the basis of the so-called bonus pool, i.e. an 

amount representing the overall variable remuneration paid by the Group to its employees. 

The bonus pool is defined annually by the Company’s Board of Directors, at the proposal of the Chief Executive 

Officer, with the contribution of the Group’s risk management function and with the opinion of the 

Remuneration Committee. 

The bonus pool is consistent with the Group’s results, both financial and non-financial, and must be sustainable 

with regard to its profitability, balance sheet and financial situation; furthermore, it must not limit the ability to 

maintain or achieve a level of capitalisation appropriate to the assumed risks. Any capital strengthening 

requirements lead to a reduction in the bonus pool and/or the application of ex-post correction mechanisms. 

The Company’s Board of Directors determines the bonus pool on the basis of the ratio of total staff costs (fixed 

plus variable) to the Group’s consolidated net interest and other banking income (i.e. “comps to revenues”) 

and of the ratio of total costs to the Group’s consolidated net revenues  (i.e. “cost-income ratio”), defined from 

year to year. 

In determining the bonus pool, the Board of Directors also takes into account the performance of a risk-based 

performance indicator, constructed as the ratio of Net Profit to capital absorbed, and the number of times the 

crisis indicators established in the recovery plan have been exceeded. 

The determination of the thresholds takes into account the opinion of the Remuneration Committee and the 

contribution of the Group’s risk management function. The thresholds, both at Group level and at the level of 

individual Group companies, are established taking into account the value of the following parameters: 

- balance sheet situation – the Common Equity Tier 1 Ratio (CET1) is used and the established threshold 

must be at least equal to the crisis threshold established in the recovery plan; 

- liquidity situation – Net Available Liquidity (LCN) is used and must be at least equal to the crisis threshold 

established in the recovery plan; 

- income situation – ROE is used, which must be at least greater than zero (after payment of the bonus). 

Specifically: 

Indicator Threshold 

CET 1 ⩾ 12.5% 

LCN > €10 million 

ROE > 0 % 
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Inspection of compliance with the thresholds is carried out on the values as of 31 December of the reference 

fiscal year. 

Once the bonus pool has been defined, the individual Variable Component is determined according to the 

following procedure: 

- the Remuneration Committee formulates a proposal for the allocation of the bonus pool to the various 

business lines and support structures. The allocation is made by first determining a basic amount 

(calculated as a percentage of the bonus pool) based on the size of each area and on the GAR of the 

individuals forming part of it. The remaining portion may be allocated for the commercial areas on the 

basis of the revenues pertaining to each individual area and on the basis of qualitative considerations, but 

for support areas, exclusively on the basis of qualitative evaluations. The allocation to the different areas 

also takes into account the risks assumed, the quality of the work carried out, any competitive factors and 

future growth prospects. Any exceptions are submitted to the Company’s Board of Directors for approval; 

- the Remuneration Committee formulates detailed proposals, with the support of evaluation sheets 

prepared by the heads of each area, on the remuneration of all of the More Relevant Personnel of the 

Company and the Group companies; 

- the Chief Executive Officer, using proposal of the heads of the various company departments, formulates 

detailed proposals for the remaining staff and submits them, in summary form, to the Remuneration 

Committee; 

- the amounts determined for staff working for several Group companies are allocated to Group companies 

as a percentage on the basis of the degree of contribution to profits or, for support resources, of the work 

carried out; 

- the Remuneration Committee prepares a report containing the variable proposals for the More Relevant 

Personnel and, in summary form, for the remaining Personnel, which are submitted to the Board of 

Directors of the Company and to Group companies for approval; 

- the Remuneration Committee may invite the risk manager to attend the meetings, with the aim of 

ensuring that the incentive systems are adequately adjusted to take account of all of the assumed risks, 

according to methods consistent with those adopted by the Group for risk management. 

The procedures for allocating the variable portion are structured in such a way as to allow gradual access to 

the bonus pool on the basis of the results achieved, intended to avoid risk-taking behaviour which is not 

compatible with the capital structure of the Company, its subsidiaries and the Group as a whole. 

If not all of the criteria are met, possible limited exceptions may arise for retention purposes and in the case of 

individual performance key for the sustainability of results over time, in observance of the principle of sound 

and prudent management. In this case, the decision-making process includes a proposal by the Company’s 

Chief Executive Officer, an evaluation by the Remuneration Committee and finally, a resolution by the Board 

of Directors of the Group’s companies and of the Company itself. The process must be properly documented 

in order to substantiate, ground and adequately justify this decision. 

This case should nevertheless be regarded as exceptional, subject to numerous controls (including approval by 

corporate bodies) and subject to the highest levels of transparency insofar as it must be fully disclosed at the 

Shareholders’ Meeting. 

 

VII. Limits to the Variable Component 

As decided by the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company on 31 October 2017 (and by the resolutions of the 

Shareholders’ Meetings of the other Group companies), and as required by Bank of Italy regulations, for the 
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More Relevant Personnel the Variable Component may not exceed 200% of the amount of the Fixed Component. 

For control functions the limit is set at 1/3.  

This limit is justified by the Group’s need to promote a policy which attracts talented staff, encourages virtuous 

behaviour and rewards deserving employees. Furthermore, this limit shall be regarded as in line with the 

proposals of the Group’s competitors, both national and international, and sustainable in the medium to long 

term, given the numerous criteria taken into account for the determination of the Variable Component 

(consider thresholds to be observed for the determination of the bonus pool and the qualitative and 

quantitative objectives of each individual). 

 

VIII. Plans based on financial instruments 

The new Remuneration Policy provides the adoption of incentive plans based on financial instruments as part 

of the Variable Component. The decision-making process with regard to this plan (the “Plan”) provides for the 

following process: 

- The Chief Executive Officer of the Company presents the Plan to the Remuneration Committee; 

- The Remuneration Committee evaluates the submitted Plan and formulates its own opinion, to be 

submitted to the Board of Directors for approval; 

- The Board of Directors approves the proposed Plan and submits it to the Shareholders’ Meeting for 

approval; 

- The Shareholders’ Meeting authorises the adoption of the Plan; 

- The Board of Directors approves the Plan Regulations. 

Incentive plans may provide allocation of both stock grants (assignment of shares) and of stock options 

(assignment of options for the subscription of shares).  

The Plan may be intended for all Group employees and the determination of the portion of financial 

instruments forming part of the Variable Component of each individual will follow the process indicated in 

paragraph VI “Bonus pool and Individual Variable Component”. 

Personnel may only be assigned a portion of the Variable Component in financial instruments if the total 

amount of the Variable Component exceeds Euro 20,000 or any other threshold set by the Remuneration 

Committee. 

The deferred portion of the remuneration (within a range of 20% to 40% of the Variable Component) may be 

allocated as a whole or in part to financial instruments. In the case of allocation of shares, the 

payment/transfer shall be deferred for a period of at least 12 months from the date of allocation, in line with 

the cash part, and shall be subject to a lock-up or retention period of at least 12 months from the date of the 

transfer. In the case of attribution of stock options, on the other hand, the transfer will be deferred for a period 

of 24 months from the date of assignment and the stock options will be exercisable for 5 years from the date 

of transfer. 

 

IX. Flexible benefits 

The Fixed Component includes the flexible benefits plan approved by the Board of Directors of the Company 

and the Group companies. The plan provides for a portion of the remuneration to be allocated to the so-called 

non-monetary values, provided by the provisions of Articles 51 and 100 of the TUIR, and confirmed and 

strengthened by the 2016 Stability Law. Goods and services refer in particular to health care, training, 
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education, recreation for dependent and non-dependent family members. The implementation of procedures 

require that they should be determined ex-ante and agreed for homogeneous categories of staff on a non-

discretionary basis. Consequently, they are included in the calculation of the Fixed Component, since they do 

not affect the level of incentives for the assumption or control of risks. The detailed plan and the amounts to 

be allocated for this purpose are defined by the Remuneration Committee and submitted for approval to the 

Board of Directors of the Company and the Group companies. 

 

F. POLICY REGARDING NON-MONETARY BENEFITS 

Provision is made for the granting of non-monetary benefits to the Chairman, the Chief Executive Officer, the 

Executive Directors and the Managers with Strategic Responsibilities, in line with market practices. These 

benefits are commensurate with the position and role held and are not considered to be significant as a 

component of the Fixed Component for the purposes of the applicable regulations. Non-monetary benefits 

generally include use of company vehicles, life insurance, accident insurance and supplementary health 

insurance cover. 

No non-monetary benefits are provided, on the other hand, for Non-Executive Directors and Independent 

Directors. 

 

G. DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECTIVES ON THE BASIS OF WHICH VARIABLE COMPONENTS ARE ASSIGNED 

The performance objectives envisaged by the Remuneration Policy for the assignment of the Variable 

Component are identified on the basis of qualitative and quantitative indicators.  

With the new Remuneration Policy, qualitative indicators concerning environmental, social and governance 

issues - ESG (customer satisfaction, people engagement, talent management, human capital, tone from the top 

on compliance culture e sustainability strategy), aimed at promoting the strategy adopted by the Group in the 

field of sustainability, have also been included among the performance objectives. 

Specific sets of objectives and performance indicators are defined for each individual, on the basis of the 

activities carried out and the role played within the Group. Purely by way of example, the performance 

objectives of the Chief Executive Officer as General Director of the subsidiary Equita SIM S.p.A. are presented 

below: 

- quantitative performance indicators: 

o the Group’s economic performance, both in absolute terms and with regard to the market and 

competitors; 

- qualitative performance indicators: 

o management of relations with the Group’s principal clients; 

o management and development of institutional relations with the representatives of the market 

organisations and with the Control Authorities; 

o management and development of relations with corporate bodies and shareholders; 

o organizational capacity, business and process optimisation; 

o ability to manage/solve problems and/or issues arising spontaneously, minimising their economic 

impacts;  
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o management and solution of legal issues. 

o Talent management e human capital: 

 demonstrated ability to manage company resources; 

 capacity to contain employee turnover, in collaboration with area managers (with particular 

reference to key people) and to attract excellent resources consistent with the company’s 

development plans; 

 capacity to manage any departures of company staff in an optimal way; 

 attention paid to the training offer for the entire structure; 

 demonstrated ability to motivate company staff; 

o Tone from the top on compliance culture: 

 integrity of conduct and dissemination of compliance and risk culture, in order to increase the 

awareness of the entire organisation on these issues within more general risk management; 

o Sustainability strategy: 

 introduction of initiatives aimed at increasing the well-being of employees and their families 

(e.g.: welfare plans); development of company management, oriented towards the interests 

of all stakeholders capable of combining positive financial results with performance from a 

social perspective. 

For further details, we refer to the previous description in the section “Description of policies on fixed and 

variable components of remuneration”, and in particular to the paragraph “Bonus pool”. 

 

H. CRITERIA USED FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES ON THE BASIS OF THE 

ASSIGNMENT OF SHARES, OPTIONS, OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS OR OTHER VARIABLE 

COMPONENTS OF REMUNERATION 

The achievement of objectives is measured by taking into account the risks associated with the activities of 

the Company and the Group as a whole, the risks of individual business lines and, where possible, individual 

risks. 

For further details on the conditions and additional criteria taken into account during the process of 

determining variable remuneration, please refer to the previous “Bonus pool” paragraph. 

 

 

I. INFORMATION AIMING TO HIGHLIGHT THE CONSISTENCY OF THE REMUNERATION POLICY WITH THE 

PURSUIT OF THE LONG-TERM INTERESTS OF THE COMPANY 

A significant part of the remuneration is linked to the economic results achieved by the Company over the 

medium to long term. Indeed, the particular structure of the Company’s shareholders and the lock-up 

commitments made by the shareholders themselves, who also benefit from the distributed dividends, must be 

taken into consideration.  
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The Company’s shareholding structure shows that executives and employees hold 54.3% of the share capital, 

including the Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, Executive Directors and Managers with Strategic 

Responsibilities. 

We point out that all of the aforesaid parties are parties of shareholders’ agreements7 which provide, among 

other things, lock-up commitments on the ordinary shares of the Company. In particular, we note that: 

- pursuant to the Second Shareholders’ Agreement, the lock-up obligation concerning category “C” shares 

purchased through the exercise of a call option (which were first converted into category “B” shares and, 

subsequently, into multi-voting shares on the date of the start of trading on AIM Italia and then, with the 

Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting held on 16 April 2018, into ordinary shares) held directly and/or 

indirectly by 20 shareholders8 has a duration of 4 (four) years starting from the AIM Admission Date on 

21 November 2017; 

- pursuant to the Third Shareholders’ Agreement, the lock-up obligation concerning all of the Company’s 

shares, of which approximately 70 shareholders9 are and will be (directly or indirectly) owners at any 

given time (including all the shareholders who are parties to the First and Second Shareholders’ 

Agreements), has a duration of 2 (two) years, starting from the AIM Admission Date on 21 November 

2017. 

In addition to these lock-up commitments, the shareholders of the Third Shareholders’ Agreement are also 

parties of a Fourth Shareholders’ Agreement, which provides pre-emption rights between shareholders in the 

event of the sale of shares by a party, once the lock-up agreements have expired. The Fourth Shareholders’ 

Agreement will enter into effect when the Third Shareholders’ Agreement expires and will last for 3 years. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that the Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company held on 16 

April 2018, for the purpose of ensuring sufficient funding of shares for the implementation of incentive 

instruments aimed, on the one hand, at retaining and incentivising certain Group employees in the medium 

to long term and, on the other hand, at attracting qualified Personnel, approved the proposal to grant the 

Board of Directors, pursuant to art. 2443 of the Italian Civil Code, the right to increase the share capital free 

of charge pursuant to art. 2349 of the Italian Civil Code, on one or more occasions, within 5 years of the date 

of the decision by the shareholders’ meeting, by issuing up to an overall maximum number of 2.5 million 

shares, equal to 5% of the total number of shares outstanding on the date of the shareholders’ resolution, to 

be assigned to employees of the Company or Group companies pursuant to Article 2359 of the Italian Civil 

Code.  

On the date of this Report, the Company’s Board of Directors had not exercised this power. 

The aforementioned shareholding structure and the lock-up and stability agreements described above 

necessarily lead to a strong alignment of interests between management and the Company in the medium to 

long term.  

  

                                                           
7 For further information on shareholders’ agreements, see the section “Shareholders’ Agreements” of the Governance area on 
www.equita.eu website.  
8 includes the Chairman, the Chief Executive Officer, the Managers with Strategic Responsibilities and some employees. 
9 include the Chairman, the Chief Executive Officer, the Managers with Strategic Responsibilities and some employees. 

http://www.equita.eu/
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J. MATURITY DEADLINES FOR RIGHTS, POSSIBLE DEFERRED PAYMENT SYSTEMS AND EX-POST 

CORRECTION MECHANISMS 

 

I. Deadlines for the maturing of rights  

On the date of this Report, there were no incentive plans based on financial instruments. The new 

Remuneration Policy requires the Shareholders’ Meeting to approve an incentive plan based on financial 

instruments. 

In any case, the management of the Company and the Group has an adequate incentive to pursue long term 

objectives, by virtue of the Company’s shareholding composition and existing lock-up agreements (as described 

in detail in chapter I “Information aimed at highlighting the consistency of the remuneration policy with the 

pursuit of the Company’s long-term interests”). 

The management and some of the employees of the Group are in fact shareholders and this necessarily 

determines a commitment to the sustainable creation of value for the shareholders themselves in the medium 

to long term. 

II. Deferral of part of the Variable Component  

In accordance with the Remuneration Policy, provision is made for payment of the Variable Component to all 

employees: 

- in a first tranche of between 60% and 80% within 6 months from the end of the “accrual period” 

(coinciding with the relevant fiscal year); and 

- deferred for the remaining part between 20% and 40% (second tranche or “deferred part”) for no less 

than 12 months from the payment of the first tranche and in any case no later than 18 months, except 

as subsequently provided.  

For key figures (such as Executive Directors, the General Manager, Managers with Strategic Responsibilities, 

as well as those reporting directly to the bodies with strategic supervision, management and control 

functions), if the Variable Component exceeds the amount of Euro 430,000 (a “particularly high amount of 

variable remuneration”)10, the Deferred Part will be paid after a period of not less than 24 months from the date 

of payment of the first tranche. If a plan based on financial instruments has been approved, at least 20% of the 

Deferred Part will be composed of financial instruments. The length of the deferral period and the percentage 

of financial instruments comprising the deferred part were determined taking into account the principle of 

proportionality. 

If, on the other hand, the Variable Component exceeds an amount of Euro 500,000, the first tranche shall be 

70% and the Deferred Part 30%, paid after a period of not less than 24 months from the date of payment of 

the first tranche and in any case not after 30 months.  

It should be noted that for 2018 the threshold for the particularly high amount of variable remuneration was 

Euro 500,000 and the deferral period was equal to 18 months. 

The Deferred Part may be paid on a pro rata basis, provided that the frequency of payments is at least annual, 

with this principle applying to all deferrals. 

                                                           
10 The particularly high amount of variable remuneration is monitored and, if necessary, updated at least every three years, taking into 
account the lower of: i) 25% of the average total remuneration of Italian high earners, as shown in the most recent report published by 
the EBA; ii) 10 times the average total remuneration of Group employees. 
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In accordance with the principle of proportionality, these deferral rules are not to be applied to amounts of 

the Variable Component equal to or less than 70% of the Group average GAR, relating to the accrual period, 

amounts which will therefore be paid fully upfront (without any deferral). 

The rules for deferral of the Variable Component should be regarded as appropriate insofar as the variable 

remuneration is, on average, equal to 40% of the total remuneration and therefore represents a significant 

component of remuneration. 

III. Ex-post correction mechanisms  

The amount of the Variable Component to be recognised, determined pursuant to the criteria established in 

the preceding paragraphs, is subject to ex-post correction mechanisms (malus e/o claw back). 

In particular, for all Personnel, the Variable Component may be reduced or suspended (malus) upon the 

occurrence of certain events which may be regarded as harmful to the Company or Group companies. 

Furthermore, for all Personnel, the incentives granted and/or paid may be subject to a claw-back mechanism in 

cases in which the person has determined or contributed to determine, among other things: 

- conduct which resulted in a significant loss for the Company or Group companies; 

- infringements of the obligations imposed pursuant to art. 13 of the Consolidated Finance Act or, when 

the party concerned is an interested party, art. 53, paragraphs 4 et seq. of the Consolidated Banking Act 

(if applicable) or of the obligations regarding remuneration and incentives; 

- further conduct which does not comply with legal, regulatory or statutory provisions or any codes of 

ethics or conduct applicable to the Group and/or the Company in any cases provided by the latter party; 

- fraudulent or grossly negligent behaviour to the detriment of the Company or Group companies. 

If the above events occur, the Remuneration Committee, on a case-by-case basis, shall make assessments 

regarding the suspension or reduction of the Variable Component or the recall of the incentive component 

already paid and submit these to the Board of Directors of the companies of the Group and, if applicable, to 

the Company. 

The minimum duration of the period during which claw-back clauses apply is 5 years. This period shall begin 

with the payment, even in part (upfront or deferred), of the Variable Component. 

In addition, ex post correction mechanisms may not lead to an increase in the Variable Component initially 

recognised or of the Variable Component previously reduced or reduced to zero as a result of the application 

of malus or claw-backs. 

 

K. INFORMATION ON POSSIBLE CLAUSES FOR THE HOLDING OF THE PORTFOLIO OF FINANCIAL 

INSTRUMENTS AFTER THEIR ACQUISITION, FROM THE HOLDING PERIODS TO CRITERIA USED FOR THE 

DETERMINATION OF SUCH PERIODS 

The new Remuneration Policy provides the possible adoption of incentive plans based on financial 

instruments, as part of the Variable Component. 

The shares assigned and those acquired following the exercise of the options are subject to a retention period 

of at least 12 months from the date of the effective transfer and/or exercise of the options. 
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L. POLICY REGARDING THE REMUNERATION PROVIDED IN THE EVENT OF TERMINATION OF POSITION OR 

EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP 

To date, there is no agreement to regulate ex-ante or ex-post economic aspects in the event of early 

termination of employment or early termination of position (i.e. golden parachute). 

If Group companies intend to provide for the allocation of fees falling within the notion of golden parachutes, 

as specified in the provisions of the Bank of Italy, they shall comply with the provisions in effect on the subject. 

With reference to such agreements, Group companies, if necessary, shall prepare an independent document 

with which they provide separate ex-ante and ex-post information. In any case, in the absence of criteria and 

limits in terms of fixed annuities approved by the Shareholders’ Meeting, golden parachutes cannot be 

recognised. 

The calculation of severance indemnities, on the other hand, generally takes into account long-term 

performance in terms of creating value for shareholders, also taking into account any legal requirements, as 

well as the provisions of the collective or individual reference agreements and any other individual 

circumstances, including the grounds for termination. 

In any event, the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company is responsible for approving, where applicable, the 

criteria for determining the remuneration to be granted in the event of early termination of employment or 

early termination of office, including the limits set for such remuneration in terms of annual fixed 

remuneration and the maximum amount resulting from their application. 

The Company and Group companies also provide, depending on the role played within the Group, for non-

competition agreements (“Non-competition agreements”). Such non-competition agreements should be 

regarded as in line with the current provisions and limits of the law. 

 

M. INFORMATION ON THE PRESENCE OF POSSIBLE INSURANCE, SOCIAL SECURITY OR PENSION COVER 

OTHER THAN MANDATORY COVER 

All employees, including the Chief Executive Officer (in the capacity of General Manager of the subsidiary 

Equita SIM S.p.A.), an Executive Director (as Co-Head of one of the Group’s business lines) and Managers with 

Strategic Responsibilities, in compliance with the provisions of the National Collective Labour Agreement, 

benefit from insurance cover for occupational and non-occupational accidents, life insurance and permanent 

disability due to illness, as well as coverage of health expenses, in addition to what is stipulated by the National 

Collective Labour Agreement. 

Furthermore, in line with best market practices, the Group has drawn up an insurance policy on the civil and 

professional liability of corporate bodies and employees (D&O Policy) aiming to indemnify such persons against 

any charges that may arise from the exercise of their respective functions for damages, excluding cases of 

wilful misconduct and gross negligence. 
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N. REMUNERATION POLICY FOLLOWED WITH REGARD TO INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS, FOR PARTICIPATION 

IN COMMITTEES AND THE PERFORMANCE OF PARTICULAR DUTIES  

The activity of participation in committees by the Directors is remunerated with a fixed fee, regardless of 

attendance at meetings. This remuneration is in any case considered suitable for encouraging the active 

participation of the director in all meetings. 

For details of the remuneration policy for Independent Directors and persons holding particular positions, 

reference should be made to the previous chapter “Description of policies on fixed and variable components 

of remuneration”. 

 

O. POSSIBLE REFERENCES TO OTHER REFERENCE COMPANIES FOR THE DEFINITION OF REMUNERATION 

POLICY 

The Group’s Remuneration Policy has been defined using as a reference the remuneration policies of other 

comparable companies, both domestic and international, such as investment banks and financial institutions.  
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Section II – Remuneration received by members of the 

Board of Directors and the Board of Auditors, as well as by 

Managers with Strategic Responsibilities 
 

A. PART I – COMPONENTS OF REMUNERATION 

We provide below a representation of each of the items comprising the remuneration, subdivided between 

Directors, Statutory Auditors and Managers with Strategic Responsibilities.  

Remuneration of Directors, including the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 

The Shareholders’ Meeting of 15 June 2017 established the gross annual remuneration for each member of 

the Board of Directors, pro tempore for the period in office, at Euro 20,000. 

Subsequently, the Board of Directors of the Company, which met on 3 July 2017, resolved to pay, pro tempore 

for the period in office and in addition to the remuneration for the office of Director, gross annual 

remuneration of Euro 200,000 to the Chairman and Euro 50,000 to the Chief Executive Officer. 

For the various internal committees11, the Board of Directors decided to pay the members of the committees 

a gross annual fee, pro tempore for the period in office and in addition to the other fees received. In detail, 

the following fees have been defined: 

- Control and Risk Committee – Euro 15,000 per year for the Chairman of the Committee and Euro 10,000 

for the members of the Committee; 

- Remuneration Committee – Euro 5,000 per year for the Chairman of the Committee and Euro 3,000 for 

the members of the Committee; 

- Related Parties Committee – Euro 10,000 per year for the Chairman of the Committee and Euro 5,000 for 

the members of the Committee. 

Non-Executive Directors and the Independent Directors were not granted any variable remuneration and non-

monetary benefits. 

No Director has been paid, since no provision was made, any indemnity in the event of termination of position 

or employment relationship. 

The overall remuneration of the Chairman of the Company consists of remuneration for the position of 

Director, remuneration for the position of Chairman, remuneration for the position of member of the 

Remuneration Committee, and non-monetary benefits for a value of Euro 13,485. The Chairman was not paid 

any remuneration of variable type. 

The overall remuneration of the Chief Executive Officer of the Company consists of remuneration for the 

position of Director, remuneration for the position of Chief Executive Officer of the Company, remuneration 

for the position of Chief Executive Officer of the subsidiary Equita SIM S.p.A., gross annual remuneration (GAR) 

and fringe benefits and flexible benefits for the position of General Manager of the subsidiary Equita SIM 

                                                           
11 Control and Risk Committee established on 20 July 2017, Remuneration Committee established on 23 October 2017, Related Parties 
Committee established on 14 December 2017. 
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S.p.A., non-monetary benefits for a value of Euro 14,985, and a Variable Component linked to the results 

obtained. 

The overall remuneration of the sole Executive Director of the Company (in addition to the Chief Executive 

Officer) consists of remuneration for the office of Director, gross annual remuneration (GAR) and including 

fringe benefits and flexible benefits for the office of Co-Head of one of the business lines of the Group, non-

monetary benefits of a value of Euro 9,338, and a Variable Component linked to the results obtained. 

 

Remuneration of Statutory Auditors 

The Shareholders’ Meeting of 15 June 2017 established the gross annual remuneration of the Board of 

Auditors, appointed on the same date, at Euro 37,000 gross per year for the Chairman and Euro 25,000 gross 

per year for each Statutory Auditor. 

On the occasion of the appointment of Franco Guido Roberto Fondi as Standing Auditor and Chairman of the 

Board of Auditors12 and Filippo Claudio Annunziata as Substitute Auditor on 16 April 2018, the Shareholders’ 

Meeting of the Company confirmed, for each of these Auditors, the remuneration already previously 

approved. 

The members of the Board of Auditors are not entitled to any form of variable remuneration or non-monetary 

benefit. 

 

Remuneration of the Managers with Strategic Responsibilities  

The overall remuneration of Managers with Strategic Responsibilities is determined on the basis of their 

individual employment relationships with the Company or other Group companies and, for the 2018 fiscal 

year, was calculated on the basis of a number of 12 executives. 

This overall remuneration consists of the Fixed Component (gross annual remuneration (GAR) and includes 

fringe benefits and flexible benefits), the Variable Component, non-monetary benefits (for an overall value of 

Euro 86,607) and any remuneration received for positions in boards’ subsidiaries. 

No remuneration was paid in cases of termination of position or employment relationship, since no provision 

was made for it. 

 

  

                                                           
12 Following the resignation of the Chairman of the Board of Statutory Auditors - Dott. Francesco di Carlo - on 18 December 2017, 
effective on 25 January 2018, for reasons of incompatibility with other positions. 
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B. PART II – TABLES 

Part II of this Section II contains an analysis of the remuneration paid in fiscal year 2018 by the Company and 

other Companies of the Group, for any reason and in any form, to the Directors, Statutory Auditors and 

Managers with Strategic Responsibilities. 

This analysis is provided using the tables contained in Annex 3A, Scheme 7-bis to the Issuers’ Regulation. 

Information is provided separately with reference to the position in the Company and those held in the Group’s 

subsidiaries and associates. 

This Report also includes the tables provided for by Annex 3A, Scheme 7-ter, of the Issuers’ Regulation, which 

illustrate the participations into the Company and its subsidiaries owned by the Directors, Statutory Auditors 

and Managers with Strategic Responsibilities. 
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TABLE 1 - Annex 3A, scheme 7-bis, of the Issuers’ Regulations 

Remuneration paid to members of the administrative and control bodies, and to Managers with Strategic Responsibilities 

 

Data in Euro (€) 

 

(A) (B) (C) (D)  (1)  (2)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)

Bonu s an d  

ot h er  

inc ent ives

P rofit -

shar ing

Franc esc o  P er illi Chairman 2018
AGM

 31/12/2019

220.000 13.485 233.485

15.000 15.000

235.000 0 0 0 13.485 0 248.485

Th ierry  P ort è Vice-Chairman 2018
AGM

 31/12/2019

20.000 20.000

0

20.000 20.000

Andrea Vism ara
Chief Executive 

Officer
2018

AGM

 31/12/2019

70.000 70.000

581.457 480.000 14.985 20.000 1.096.442

651.457 480.000 0 14.985 20.000 1.166.442

St efano  L ust ig
Executive Board 

Member
2018

AGM

 31/12/2019

207.500 50.000 9.338 13.600 280.438

0

207.500 0 50.000 0 9.338 13.600 280.438

Sara Biglier i
Independent 

Board Member
2018

AGM

 31/12/2019

20.000 15.000 35.000

0

20.000 15.000 0 0 0 0 35.000

I ndem nit y  

payab le on  

leav ing o ffic e/

severanc e

Compensation in the company preparing the accounts

 (3)

First  nam e and  

Surnam e

P osit ion  /  

Offic e

P er iod  

dur ing 

w h ic h  

o ffic e w as 

held

Ex p iry  o f o ffic e
Fix ed  

c om pen sat ion

Fees payab le 

for  

part ic ipat ion  in  

c om m it t ees

Var iab le c om p ensat ion

(n on-equ it y)

Total

Non-m onet ary  

benefit s

Ot her  

c om pensat ion
Tot al

Fair  Value o f 

equ it y  

c om pensat ion

Compensation from subsidiaries or other companies

Total

Compensation in the company preparing the accounts

Compensation from subsidiaries or other companies

Total

Compensation in the company preparing the accounts

Compensation from subsidiaries or other companies

Total

Compensation in the company preparing the accounts

Compensation from subsidiaries or other companies

Total

Compensation in the company preparing the accounts

Compensation from subsidiaries or other companies
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(A) (B) (C) (D)  (1)  (2)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)

Bonu s an d  

ot h er  

inc ent ives

P rofit -

shar ing

Massim o Ferrar i
Independent 

Board Member
2018

AGM

 31/12/2019

20.000 15.000 35.000

0

20.000 15.000 0 0 0 0 35.000

Mic hela Zem e
Independent 

Board Member
2018

AGM

 31/12/2019

20.000 25.000 45.000

20.000 25.000 0 0 0 0 45.000

Franc esc o  D i 

Car lo

Presidente 

Statutory Auditor

Fino al 

25/1/2018
n.a.

1.997 1.997

1.997 0 0 0 0 0 1.997

Franc o  Gu ido  

Robert o  Fond i

Statutory Auditor 

(Chairman)

Dal 

25/1/2018

AGM

 31/12/2019

35.844 35.844

5.548 5.548

41.392 0 0 0 0 0 41.392

L aura Ac quadro Statutory Auditor 2018
AGM

 31/12/2019

25.000 25.000

17.500 17.500

42.500 0 0 0 0 0 42.500

I ndem nit y  

payab le on  

leav ing o ffic e/

severanc e

 (3)

First  nam e and  

Surnam e

P osit ion  /  

Offic e

P er iod  

dur ing 

w h ic h  

o ffic e w as 

held

Ex p iry  o f o ffic e
Fix ed  

c om pen sat ion

Fees payab le 

for  

part ic ipat ion  in  

c om m it t ees

Var iab le c om p ensat ion

(n on-equ it y)
Non-m onet ary  

benefit s

Ot her  

c om pensat ion
Tot al

Fair  Value o f 

equ it y  

c om pensat ion

Total

Compensation in the company preparing the accounts

Compensation from subsidiaries or other companies

Total

Compensation in the company preparing the accounts

Compensation from subsidiaries or other companies

Total

Compensation in the company preparing the accounts

Compensation from subsidiaries or other companies

Compensation in the company preparing the accounts

Compensation from subsidiaries or other companies

Total

Compensation in the company preparing the accounts

Compensation from subsidiaries or other companies

Total
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NB: Column (3) - Amounts for 2018 to be cashed-out partly in 2019 and partly deferred until 2020 

 

(A) (B) (C) (D)  (1)  (2)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)

Bonus an d  

ot her  

inc ent ives

P rofit -

sh ar in g

P ao lo  Redaelli Statutory Auditor 2018
AGM

 31/12/2019

25.000 25.000

17.500 17.500

42.500 0 0 0 0 0 42.500

2018 n.a.

172.918 110.000 9.052 13.600 305.570

1.752.501 2.207.000 77.555 128.954 4.166.010

1.925.419 0 2.317.000 0 86.607 142.554 4.471.580

8 3 8 . 2 5 9 5 5 . 0 0 0 1 6 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 1 . 8 7 5 2 7 . 2 0 0 1 . 1 1 2 . 3 3 4 0 0

2 . 3 8 9 . 5 0 6 0 2 . 6 8 7 . 0 0 0 0 9 2 . 5 4 0 1 4 8 . 9 5 4 5 . 3 1 8 . 0 0 0 0 0

3 . 2 2 7 . 7 6 5 5 5 . 0 0 0 2 . 8 4 7 . 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 . 4 1 5 1 7 6 . 1 5 4 6 . 4 3 0 . 3 3 4 0 0

I ndem nit y  

payab le on  

leav ing o ffic e/

severanc e

 (3)

First  nam e and  

Surnam e

P osit ion  /  

Offic e

P er iod  

dur ing 

w h ic h  

o ffic e w as 

held

Ex p iry  o f o ffic e
Fix ed  

c om pen sat ion

Fees p ayab le 

for  

p art ic ip at ion  in  

c om m it t ees

Var iab le c om p en sat ion

(n on -eq u it y)
Non-m onet ary  

benefit s

Ot h er  

c om pensat ion
Tot al

Fair  Value o f 

equ it y  

c om pensat ion

Total

Compensation in the company preparing the accounts

Compensation from subsidiaries or other companies

Com pensat ion  from  subsid iar ies or  o t her  c om pan ies

Tot al

Managers w it h  st rat egic  

responsib ilit ies (no .  1 2 )

Compensation in the company preparing the accounts

Compensation from subsidiaries or other companies

Total

Com p ensat ion  in  t he c om pany prepar ing t he ac c ount s
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SCHEDULE 7-TER - Annex 3A of the Issuers’ Regulation 

Schedule relating to information on the shareholdings of the members of the Board of Directors and the Board 

of Auditors, of the General Managers and of the other Managers with Strategic Responsibilities 

Table 1 – Shareholdings of members of the management and control bodies and of the general directors 

First Name and 
Surname 

Position /  
Office 

Company held 

Number of shares 
held at the end of 
the previous fiscal 

year  
(31/12/2017) 

Number 
of shares 
acquired 

Number 
of 

shares 
sold 

Number of shares 
held at the end of the 

fiscal year  
(31/12/2018) 

Francesco Perilli Chairman Equita GroupS.p.A. 5,701,444 - - 5,701,444 

Thierry Portè 
Deputy  

Chairman 
Equita Group S.p.A. - - - - 

Andrea Vismara 
Chief Executive 

Officer 
Equita Group S.p.A. 3,162,668 - - 3,162,668 

Stefano Lustig 
Executive 
Director 

Equita Group S.p.A. 1,544,731 - - 1,544,731 

Sara Biglieri 
Independent 

Director 
Equita Group S.p.A. - - - - 

Michela Zeme 
Independent 

Director 
Equita Group S.p.A. - - - - 

Massimo Ferrari 
Independent 

Director 
Equita Group S.p.A. 69,000 - - 69,000 

Total   10,477,843 - - 10,477,843 

 

 

Table 2 - Holdings of Managers with Strategic Responsibilities 

Number of Managers with Strategic 
Responsibilities 

Società Partecipata 

Number of 
shares held at 
the end of the 
previous fiscal 

year  
(31/12/2017) 

Number of 
shares 

acquired 

Number 
of 

shares 
sold 

Number of shares 
held at the end of the 

fiscal year  
(31/12/2018) 

12 Managers with Strategic Responsibilities Equita Group S.p.A. 8,349,778 - - 8,349,778 
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Aggregated quantitative information pursuant to Bank of Italy supervisory instructions by business line - Financial 

Year 2018   

Data in Euro (€)

 

Business L ines Tot al Rem u n erat ion Nu m ber  o f Benefic iar ies

Global Market s 2.958.000 40

I nvest m ent  banking 2.457.000 28

Alt ernat ive Asset  Managem ent 771.000 7

Researc h  t eam 1.245.000 17

Support ing St ruc t ures

(Financ e,  Operat ion s,  L egal,  Con t ro l Func t ions) e General D irec t orat e
1.915.000 42

Tot al 9 . 3 4 6 . 0 0 0 1 3 4
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Aggregate quantitative information pursuant to Bank of Italy supervisory instructions, broken down by senior management and other key Personnel - Financial year 

2018  

Data in Euro (€) 

 

 

Data in Euro (€) 

 

 

 

o/w

Cash

o/w shares, equity 

linked instruments 

or other types of 

instruments

o/w

Cash

o/w

non-attributed 

quotas

Recognised during 

the year

Paid during

the year

Reduced due to 

performance 

corrections

Top  Management 14 2.784.376 2.561.000 939.200 1.266.800

Ot her

more relevant  managers
19 2.080.873 2.012.000 377.000 570.000

D eferred  Compensat ion

2 0 1 8 2 0 1 8

No.  More 

Relevant  

P ersonnel

Fix  Salary

2 0 1 8

Var iab le Remunerat ion D eferred  Compensat ion

No.  More 

Relevant  

P ersonnel

Starting 

compensation

Severance 

indemnities
No. of beneficiaries Amounts paid No. of beneficiaries

Highest amount 

paid per person

Top  Management

Ot her

more relevant  managers

New payment s for  st ar t ing c ompensat ion  and  

severanc e indemnit ies paid  dur ing 2 0 1 8

P ayment s for  st ar t ing c ompensat ion  and  severanc e 

indemnit ies made dur ing 2 0 1 8

€  1  - 1 . 5  million 1

Above € 1 . 5  million -

Number  o f ind iv iduals w it h  t ot al remunerat ion  

above € 1  million


